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Bulzoni editore e-book collections
Casalini Libri and Bulzoni Editore are proud to present three new thematic collections on the Torrossa 
platform, dealing with Theatre, Cinema and Literature.
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Bulzoni Editore is an academic publisher specialised in Literature, Language, Cinema, Art and Theatre books. Founded as a university bookshop in the late 
Fifties by Mario Bulzoni, its publishing activity began with the lecture notes that several teachers were using as textbooks at the time. Bulzoni has since 
concentrated its activity in research level publications, continuously adding to the catalogue books and journals of academic interest in all the fields of the 
Humanities. The catalogue today boasts over three thousand titles.

Since its foundation in the late 1950’s, Casalini Libri S.p.A. has been dedicated to the supply of bibliographical services, books and journals to national, 
academic and public libraries and institutions worldwide. Since its outset Casalini Libri has worked closely with libraries and publishers to develop customized 
supply and library services that suit the individual needs of our customers around the world.

The Casalini Libri Digital Division, established in January 2000 following an international pilot project, offers innovative electronic publishing services to the 
highest industry standards, collaborating with Italian and international publishers to create and distribute digital publications.

The company, headquartered in Fiesole (Florence, Italy), adheres to the ISO 9000 Quality Management System.

Editoria Italiana Online and Torrossa are registered trademarks of Casalini Libri S.p.A.
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Known historically for its specialism in Theatre and Performing 
Arts publications, the Roman publishing house is nowadays 
considered one of the most important Italian academic 
publishers in the Humanities, and produces works mainly by 
Italian researchers and university tutors.

Including works drawn from a catalogue of over 400 specialised Bulzoni titles already present in Torrossa, 
these three collections offer an invaluable resource for any researcher interested in Literature and in 
the history and criticism of the Performing Arts.

COLLECTIONS
 ▪ Bulzoni Theatre 83 e-books
 ▪ Bulzoni Cinema 39 e-books
 ▪ Bulzoni Literature 170 e-books

AUTHORISATIONS AND MARC RECORDS
Permanent access is guaranteed for all purchased content. A small annual maintenance fee is charged 
for permanent access. This fee is waived in years that additional content/packages are purchased.
License terms grant authorized users with permissions to view and copy/paste text. Documents are 
accessible in PDF format.
Marc or Unimarc records will be provided for all titles included in the collection.

CONTACTS
For further information or to activate a month’s free trial period, please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it.


